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TheFaculty Senate Thursday attempted to come
to grips

.
with the compelling issue of Department of

Defense sponsored research on the State University of
Buffalo campus—andpassed a resolution described by
both its opponents and its supporters as affirming the
status quo.

According to the amended resolution, “the association
of a faculty member with a research program must be by his
own choice.” The only restriction placed upon research is
that results must be “publishable.”

Approximately 400 members of the 1200-member
senate were present at the meeting, which was a
continuation of a March 26 session at Kleinhans Music Hall.

The resolution, presented by Howard E. Strauss, Faculty of
Engineering and Applied Science, reads:

“The association of a faculty member with a research program
must be by his own choice.

“All sponsored research undertaken shall contribute to the
University’s goals of the creation and dissemination of knowledge.

“All personnel associated with the research program should be
selected on the basis of academic qualifications.

“All research results (including sponsorship) shall be publishable
as determined by the faculty members involved, in the open literature
for the use of the public.

“Be it further resolved that the Faculty Senate of State University
of Buffalo reaffirms its Commitment to current research contracts and
to further research support which fulfills the foregoing principles.

“And be it further resolved that the Faculty Senate instructs the
Secretary of the Senate to transmit this resolution concurrently with
and to the same addresses as Resolution No. 1 of this meeting.”

Resolution I called for University President Martin Meyerson to
pursue “his announced goal of achieving the transfer of Defense
Department sponsored University research to a variety of alternative
public agency sponsors.” '

The accepted amendments were proposed by William Baumer,
Faculty of Social Science and Administrations. All other attempts to
amend the resolution failed.

An amendment offered by David Hayes, Faculty of Social Science
and Administration, would have added a preamble stating the general
objectives of a University. The resolution read, in part:

“Other institutions dedicated to nationalisticand commercial ends
conduct research and give practical training. Other institutions
dedicated to moral and spiritual doctrine criticize the social order and
propogandize the young. Because other institutions have special
purposes, their investigations, their critiques and their training are
limited. The university alone sees the natural order as neither good nor
evil, neither profitable nor profitless, but simply as an object of
understanding.

“The university therefore stands alone as the ultimate neutral
critic, the essential source ofknowledge that becomes useful only long
after its discovery. Students who participate in the life of the
university become educated persons.’’.

Defending his resolution Dr. Hayes said: “1 hope the majority here
will participate to make this University an educational institution. We
must be careful to pursue research for our ends and not theirs.
However, the morality of the situation is up to the individual faculty
member.” viewed the resolution as hasty. It noted related studies at Pennsylvania and Stanford which took two years

and 15 months respectively.A motion to table the amendment was passed which, in effect

’My proposal in offering the amendment was to outline the
purpose of the University. The University is too important to burn it
as ammunition in a political fight,” Dr. Hayes later commented.

“If a University professor uses his position as a comfortable
position for research and neglects the student, this is reprehensible
hom a University standpoint. I won’t attempt to interpret why the
Faculty Senate reacted to the amendment as it did,’ he said.

study,” Ur. t ox concluded, ' 1 '
"

7
Gabriel Kolko, whose resolution to transfer Defense Department research to alternate sponsors was

defeated at the earlier session, labeled the Strauss proposal a “model of vagueness.”
“The Pennsylvania proposal, which I worked on, is seven pages long. This is specifically a non-policy

and is not a distinction to our university ifpassed,” he said. t
Marvin Zimmerman, Faculty of Social Sciences and Administration, replied that he was “touched by

Dr. Kolko’s concern about hasty action, especially in view of the last Faculty Senate meeting."
“This resolution should be considered. We gave Dr. Kolko’s resolution a chance to be voted up or

down. This ptoposal is a month old. That’s adequate time for study,” Dr. Zimmerman said.
“There should be an analysis of the issues and facts," said lerome Slater, Faculty of Social Science and

Administration. “The philosophical and political issues should be considered also."
“Conflicting values such as academic freedom on one side and reducing the military's role in American

society on the other are present. We need some dispassionate analysis to represent the balance of these
conflicting values,” he continued. «

Leo Loubere, Faculty of Social Science and Administration,
moved to refer the Strauss resolution to a committee for further study.

1 am confused,” he said, “by the original resolution. I have been told
-onflicting facts about the conduct of research on this campus. The
ssue deserves further clarification.”

Richard Cox, Faculty of Social Science and Administration, read
Portions of a letter that he and several Political Science Department
colleagues had sent to chairman Thomas Connelly April 7. The letter

“I wonder,” asked John Larken, Faculty of Social Science and Administration, "if the Faculty Senate
wants to take responsibility for reaffirming current research when we don't know what all of that researc •h is'’



Court rules 4-1 for Klein Contract-recruiter
legislation decriedHead of Elections Board

is censured bJudiciary Terming a federal law passed
by Congress last summer “a
coercive limitation which cannot
be tolerated,” acting president of
Columbia University Andrew
Cordier denounced the forbidding
of new NASA contracts to
universities that bar military

Further implicating the two
governmental agencies, Mr. Stein
added: ‘if we discover anything
of usd to the military services,
they have a right to it.”

Concerning the funding of
university research projects by
NASA, the spokesman
emphasized: “There really isn’t
any direct connection in this
phase of it. Congress was just
expressing its will” in passing the
Curtiss Amendment.

The Student Judiciary last
week censored the chairman of
the Elections Board after a
student who received two write-in
votes in the recent Student
Association elections was denied
his office. The two votes were the
only ballots cast, since no
petitions declaring candidacy had
been submitted for that post.

In a separate case, the body
dismissed contention by Barry
Tellman, an undergraduate
student who had sought the office

of Student Services Coordinator,
that his place in the Student
Association was denied him
illegally.. t

Harry Klein, the plaintiff in the
first case, was denied access to the
post of New Student Affairs
Coordinator after the Student
Coordinating Council ruled
unanimously that since no
petitions for the post were
received, the post would not be
contested during the election.

Chairman in the withdrawing of
any position for election which
the Constitution of the Student
Polity decrees are not within the
discretion of any person,
excepting the entire Student
Polity, and orders that in the
future, barring revision of Student
Rules and Constitution, this
practice is to be refrained from.”

The Judiciary further ordered
that Mr. Klein’s name be placed
on the ballot for the position of
New Student Affairs Coordinator
for the forthcomingballoting to
be held today and tomorrow. Mr.
Klein has since asked that his
name not appear on the ballot.

recruiting.
Dubbed the Curtiss

Amendment, the legislation
purports to punish financially
those institutions of higher
learning that have recently
decided that military recruiters
have no place in an educational
institution.

“It is the policy of the
government that military
recruiters have rights,” concluded
Mr. Stein.Mr. Klein received two write-in

Dr. Cordier’s remarks were
contained in a policy statement
presented recently to Columbia
students.

The restrictive law applies only
to new contracts; grants, renewals
or projects “vital to the national
defense” are excluded from the
ban.

votes in the election; their validity
was the basis of the case.

Serving as “lawyer” for »he
plaintiff was Michael D’Amico, a
junior law school student. He
refuted the defense contention
that the two write-in votes could
not be counted due to the absence
of a name on the ballot for the
position.

A civilian-controlled agency,
National Aeronautical and Space
Administration conducts research

There are currently three
NASA-financed projects in
progress at the State University of
Buffalo, explained Mrs. Shirley D
Stout, assistant to the president
for research. Two of these will
expire by the end of the semester,
she noted.

Non-existent post
In the case concerning Mr.

Tollman's allegation that the
write-in votes he received in the
election entitle him to serve as
Student Services Coordinator, the
court ruled the votes invalid.

some of it relating dire.ctly to
the military —■ on campuses
throughout the nation.

‘No exclusion
He cited the by-laws of the

Student Association Constitution
that states that no student can be
excluded from eligibility to run
for an office whether he be a
declared candidate or not.

There are “common interests”
between the agency and the
armed forces, according to Joseph
Stein, of the NASA Public Affairs
Office, Washington, D.C. “They
send up weather balloons and pick
up our astronauts,” he explained.

Jeffrey Frank, who defended
Elections Committee Chairman
Richard Spit/.er in both
injunctions, pointed out that the
write-in votes were cast for the
non-existent position of. “New
Student Services Coordinator”
and were thus void.

This University has followed an
“open campus” policy with regard
to recruiters, and will maintain a
similar approach towards
sponsored research.

After lengthy deliberation, the
following verdict was returned:
“We severely censure the actions
of the Elections Committee Coed housing set

for fall semester
Although there is a position

entitled Student Affairs
Coordinator, the two ballots cast
for Mr. Tollman were not for this
post, but for a' position not even
part of the student government,
Mr. Frank contended.

After a short recess, the
Judiciary granted a dismissal,
adding that Mr, Spitzer could not
have been expected to, know the
meaning of the write-in votes cast
for Mr. Tollman as the post is
non-existent.

male apartment housing area
except for. Communications
College, a coed court - will
become coeducational.

Denying that the plans for
coeducational housing are
revolutionary or radical, Vice
President for Student Affairs
Richard A. Siggelkow said: “I
don’t think it is earthshaking.”

He explained that the
University of Rochester has had
coed housing for ten years.

This University converted
Michael Hall into a coed dorm six
years ago during a shortage of
housing space for men, he added.
The “experiment lasted only one
year and the situation was
remedied when the University
acquired Allenhurst apartments.

Beginning with the fall
semester, Goodyear Hall - an all
women’s residence - and
Allenhurst Apartments — an all

In requesting housing,
approximately 800 students
expressed an interest in coed
housing. Inter-Residence Council,
in conjunction with the campus
housing office, decided that
Goodyear Hall and Allenhurst
would be the most feasible
residences in which to institute
this plan.

The court ruled 4-1 in each
case.
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dateline news
PARIS - President Charles de Gaulle solemnly warned the nation

he would resign at once if he were defeated in the constitutional
referendum. He said the vote would “put at stake the destiny of
France.”

In a brief television and radio statement, De Gaulle said his defeat
m the nationwide vote would rekindle the bitter struggle for power
that forced the collapse of the Fourth Republic and brought him back
to power in 1958.

WASHINGTON - Senate Republican leader Everett M. Dirksen
ruled out any possibility of a compromise on the Safeguard
antiballistic missile and promised an allout fight to win approval of the
controversial defensive system. k

Dirksen and Senate Democratic leader Mike Mansfield said they
had heard nothing official about a possible agreement in which
deployment of ABMs and multiple-warhead missiles by both the Soviet
Union and the United States would be suspended pending arms
limitation talks.

PRAGUE — About 500 members of Czechoslovakia’s Communist
party in one region of the country quit in apparent protest over the
downfall of reformist leader Alexander Dubcek, the party newspaper
Rude Pravo reported. It urged other members to stand fast.

Margaret, this is the last time I letyou buy the theatre tickets!

The regime which replaced Dubcek in a shakeup approved by the
U.S.S.R. cracked down anew on both the Czechoslovak press and
foreign journalists. ABM. alternatives: agreement

with Soviets or new forcesCHARLESTON — Rev. Ralph Abernathy, “doing his duty,” was
arrested with 49 hospital workers for marching in front of the State
Medical College Hospital in violation of a court order limiting pickets.

Charleston County Sheriff William F. Kelly said Abernathy and
the 49 other persons had been charged with violation of the injunction
forbidding the workers to have more than ten persons, spaced 20 feet
apart, on the picket line.

hv the Christian Science Monitor

WASHINGTON
Congressional defeat of the
Safeguard antiballistic missile
(ABM) system would leave the
administration in a quandary.

of the concern of strategists over
Soviet developments. If it worked,
it would guarantee survival of at
least a portion of the 1000-missile
Minutcman fleet. Even if
Safeguard were a technical failure,
it might work strategically by
deterring a Soviet attack because
the Russians could not be sure of
Safeguard abilities.

Depending upon the course of
Soviet developments, however,
the Pentagon might find it
necessary tet seek new weapons to
enhance American strategic
forces. This would be doubly so
without Safeguard.

Moving in that direction
already. Secretary of Defense
Melvin R. Laird has decided to
accelerate development of an
advanced bomber, known as
AMSA. If the decision is made to
build the aircraft, it could enter
the strategic forces in 1977,
according to Mr. Laird.

Mr. Laird has told Congress
that the Soviets arc moving to
develop a first-strike capability.
Later he clarified his stand by
indicating he was talking about
capabilities, not intention.

But the basic point that the
Defense Secretary is very worried
was not changed. His concern is
shared by his principal assistants,
both civilian and military. And
the Pentagon keeps hammering at
the theme that the Soviets are
becoming steadily more
formidable.

strategic missile forces. This could
tend to temper the action-reaction
phenomenon.

Pentagon strategists argue that
protection to missile and bomber
bases is not provocative and does
not accelerate the arms race.
Many members of Congress
would, of course, disagree. But
the argument runs like this: A
nation would have to react to
another nation’s protection of its
strategic forces only if that nation
were striving for a first-strike
capability. Then it would want to
make sure its missiles got through
an ABM net to preempt
retaliation.

HAMILTON — Black students at Colgate University staged a
peaceful take-over of a campus building to enforce demands for a
black cultural center. Classes for the school’s 1900 students were not
interrupted.

Faced with what is believed to
be an unstinting effort by the
Soviets to develop still greater
nuclear capabilities, failure to gain
approval for Safeguard would
leave the administration with two
alternatives:

School officials held a daylong series of meetings to disen
black demands. The administration reported it was “hopeful”
agreement in the dispute.

uss the
' of an

Reach an understanding with
the Soviets within a matter of a
few months that would slow or
stop the arms race, or showed
immediate promise of doing so.

Develop new forces to assure
continued deterrence, so that the
Soviets would be unable to
achieve a certain first-strike
capability, if that were their goal.

If the nation were only
interested in successful retaliation,
it would not worry about ABMs
protecting missile and bomber
bases, for its retaliation would be
aimed at cities, not at empty silo
holes and vacant bomber bases.

To an administration mindful
of the costs of defense and the
desperate needs at home, the first
alternative is. the only attractive
one. And it is the only one that
would win widespread approval in
Congress. *

The Air Force argues that its
program to develop hardened silos
is another move that should not
heighten tensions, for it does not
enhance U.S. abilities to strike
first.The administration

demonstrated in the revised
budget just given Congress its
deep interest in curing domestic
problems. There is no reason to
expect great support for a
renewed arms race now.

But in the absence of
agreement with the Soviets, there
will be a great deal of pressure
from the Pentagon and those
congresional committees
overseeing defense activities for
the administration for the United
States to get moving on offensive
force development. These calls for
action will be particularly strong
if Soviet development contjpucs
unabated. (

Of course, such moves might
lead to Soviet countermoves. But
countermoves enhancing Soviet
strategic capabilities would add
credence to the argument that the
Soviets are indeed striving to
achieve the ability to blast U.S.
strategic forces sufficiently to
reduce U.S. abilities to respond to
a level the Soviets could tolerate.
Pentagon strategists don’t want
that situation to come to pass
under any circumstance.

But if the threat to U.S
deterrence steadily increases, the
administration will face the task
of expanding strategic forces.
Most strategists are in agreement
that the ideal expansion would be
one that doesn’t lead the Soviets
to build still more missiles.
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KNOW
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Advantage not reassuring
Secretary of the Air Force

Robert C. Seamans Jr told
Congress recently; “The
much-quoted figure of a
four-to-onc US. advantage in
individually targetable warheads
may not be too reassuring. The
four-to-onc figure stems mainly
from the bomber portion of the
forces, since missile forces rapidly

COOK’S Technical uncertainty

Deployment of the Safeguard So far, beyond Safeguard and

relationship. It was arrived at by
omitting the Soviet
medium-bomber force from the
calculations, while counting
several bombs on each of our
bombers.”

If the administration can’t
reach agreement and decides
something more must be done,
however, it will face the task of
trying to decide upon something
that continues U.S. second-strike
capabilities without pressing the
Soviets to develop still more

thought of much that could be
done with land forces that could
achieve that effect. The problem,
of course, is Jhat missiles can be
used against land-based strategic
targets as well as cities.
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Cold housing . . .Lawmakers deal harshly
with student protestors -continued from page 2-

12 apartments on Yale and 12 on
Oxford, but three apartments on
Oxford currently are private
apartments.

The remainder of the
approximately 150 apartments
may contain all males, all females
or may be split with girls in one
apartment and boys in the other.
Rules and policies of the coed
areas will be formulated in the
fall.

may be required for them to live
in a coed dorm, but this plan is
tentative.Special to The Spectrum Rebellion Bills have been offered in both

houses of the Legislature, which
would make the carrying of rifles,
shotguns or other firearms on a
campus a class D felony,
punishable by a maximum of
seven years in jail.

The ban does not extend to
military training programs and
rifle clubs approved by the
campus administration.

: During a discussion of campus
disorders prompted by
photographs in newspapers
showing youths on the Cornell
campus with shotguns and rifles,
the lawmakers noted that it was
not against present law to carry or
display such weapons.

So does the problem of campus
rebellion, as the legislators well
know.

Mr. Bailey stressed that
everyone who participated in the
lottery will obtain a room in the
dorms. The lottery is being used
in case of conflict in room
preference with students having
the lowest numbers receiving their
choices. Tripling will occur only
with a small percentage of
freshmen and those
upperclassmen requesting it.

Peter Gamba, IRC president,
believes that this “new” plan is a
“complement to the educational
experience” and that “women and
men are not living together — they
are just living in close proximity.”

The 1969 State Legislature,
with adjournment in sight, has
dealt harshly with narcotics
pushers and campus rebels and has
been anything but kind to youth
in the 18 to 21 age bracket.

Gov. Rockefeller will soon pass
judgement on a bill which would
put narcotics sellers in the same
category as murderers and
kidnappers as the only criminals
who could receive a life sentence.

Gov. Rockefeller has signed
into law a bill requiring all
colleges and universities in the
state to adopt rules and
regulations and enforcement
programs to deal with the campus
uprisings.

The rules and regulations to be
adopted by the board of trustees
of each college would govern the
conduct of sttfdents, faculty, staff
and visitors to the campus.

Penalties include provisions
for:

Freshmen coeds
Freshmen may be housed in

Goodyear Hall if they request it.
They will apply for housing
during their summer planning
conferences. Parental permission

Under the present law, sale of
narcotics carries a maximum
sentence of 25 years and
possession a 15-year term.

Ejection of violators from the
campus, and

Suspension, expulsion or other
appropriate disciplinary action in
the case of a student or faculty
violator.

Aid ban
The new measure, passed last

week in the Senate, deals with the
so-called “hard drugs” - heroin,
morphine and cocaine.

Upstate Republican William T.
Smith of Big Flats has called on
Gov. Rockefeller to sign a bill that
would ban state aid to students
convicted of criminal action on a
college campus.

The bill, sponsored by Sen.
John Flynn, a Westchester
Republican, was approved by
both houses more than three
weeks ago.

Also, 23 Republican
assemblymen have said they are
“outraged as legislators and as
citizens at the capitulation and
surrender of certain college
administrators to the demands of
rebellious, militant students”

Israel Week events
Failure of the college to file

the rules by July 21 would render
it inelligible for any state aid or
assistance until the rules and
regulations are filed.

Penalties for possession or sale
of less than a pound of hard drugs
would not be changed under the
proposal.

Israel Independence Week, a series of events
sponsored by Students for Israel, is currently in
progress. It is being held to commemorate the 21st
anniversary of Israeli independence.

Some upcoming events follow:“The penalties for major
violators up to now has proved
ineffective,” says Sen, Joseph
Caliber, a Bronx Democrat. “The
drug problem continues to
increase at a fast rate,” he says.

Meeting
The governor has suggested

that the State Board of Regents
call together the heads of colleges
and universities soon for a
discussion of the promulgation of

Israeli movies will be shown in the Conference
Theater from 6 to 11 p.m. Wednesday. In addition,
information concerning programs in Israel will be
available at 7:30 p.m. in room 233, Norton Hall.

the regulations.
Further legislative action has

been prompted by recent
disturbances at Cornell University.
Swift approval of a bill to outlaw
firearms on college campuses is
expected.

A discussion of the refugee problem will be held
Friday at 3 p.m. in the same room. Benad Avital, an
Israeli diplomat, will moderate.“No student has the right,

regardless of his race, creed, color
or motivation, to infringe upon
the rights of other students to an

continued on page 5

The Israeli ambassador to the United Nations,
Yitzchak Rabin, will speak Sunday at 8 p.m. in room
140, Capen Hall. A “Rally for Rabin” will precede
the lecture.

All events are open to all interested students.
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Guerilla warfare class faces
Marines in weekend skirmish

Lawmakers . . .

-continuedfrom page 4 Meanwhile, New York State
youth has a long wait before the
voting age is lowered to 18. A bill
which would have initiated action
on extending the franchise was
killed in committee in both
houses of the legislature.

education and to free usage of
education facilities,” the 23
lawmakers said in a joint
statement. “These institutions
receive state and federal aid and
thus have an undeniable
obligation to the taxpaying
community to provide an
education for our children.

by Doric Klein
College Editor

squads and planned tactics
During the day, they enlisted a

local inhabitant to show them the
terrain, and stashed their weapons
and ammunition.The village of Chu Lai, less than one-hour's drive from

Buffalo, was occupied by U.S. Marines a week ago for 24
hours as part of a joint maneuver undertaken with the
University’s guerrilla warfare class.

THE SPECTRUM
Printed byThen, as one member wryly

put it, "for two hours we snooped
and peeped through the woods
looking for the force.”

“The public, which we
represent, will no longer tolerate
this abdication of responsibility
and demands reaction,” they saifl.
The lawmakers called for the
adoption of legislation that
would:

Partners’ Press, Inc.
Fifty students, most of them

members of the bulletin board
class taught by Eric Larrabee,
Provost of the Faculty of Art and
Letters, played villagers and Viet
Cong guerrillas to 115 Marines,
played by the 29th Rifle
Command, the local reserve unit.
The ratio, 30 villagers and 15
guerrillas to 115 Marines, favored
the guerrillas as compared to the
real ratio in Vietnam.

The maneuvers, lasting from
Saturday morning to Sunday
morning, followed a scenario
previously agreed upon by the
two groups involved. A small
‘village” would be built by
Marines and inhabited by the
students, representing
Vietnamese. The Marines would
occupy and “pacify” the village,
as they would in real
circumstances, and the guerrilla
band - outside the village, but in
contact with it — would be free to
attack them.

saying (presumably in
Vietnamese) “Buddy, yes?
Buddy!”

The villagers were all searched
(although the -girls were merely
glanced at).

By nightfall, the Marines had
wearied of the game and confined
the village to the hut. About 1
a.m., alerted by a false radio
message from the guerrillas
concerning a village break-out,
they attacked the hut and threw
smoke bombs at the village.

The only other incident
occurred a few hours later, when a
few Marines, acting without
directions, came into the hut and
pushed students around.

The most successful aspect, the
villagers agreed later, was the talks
that got started between students
and Marines.

When the Marines were finally
ambushed by the squads in a joint
attack, however, they refused to
play the game. "In the true spirit
of the Marine corps,” a guerrilla
explained, “they refused to die."

ABOOTT A SMITH NINTINO
1881 KENMORE AVENUE

KENMORE, NEW YORK 14217

Require a thorough and
searching investigation of the SDS
and other militant college
organizations by the State
Investigation Commission.

Restrict the activities of
militant student organizations
such as the SDS.

Although shot at ten feet, they
proceeded to chase the guerrillas.
Once, the guerrillas got hold of a
local man’s truck and drove up to
the perimeter, jumped out and
attacked, to be shot at by the
immortal Marines.

MARK MOTORS
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academic facilities, carrying
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Two or three guerrillas were
taken prisoner.

Another tactic of the guerrillas
was the monitoring of the
Marines’ radio frequency. They
sent in a phony report on the
position of the Viet Cong to base,
which ordered the patrols to fire,
then sat in a circle listening to the
Marines fire aimlessly into the
dark.

Remove from office any
college official who fails to do his
duty as defined in college
regulations governing campus
disorders, to maintain law and
order and to mete out disciplinary
action.

“1 got a lot out of rapping with
them,” one girl said. "Many were
young and just trying to escape
the draft. They agreed with us
about the war, and they took our
literature.” The students had
brought anti-war pamphlets along.

A big problem, the students
thought, was the unpreparedness
of both sides, and as night
progressed, the scenerio was
increasingly disregarded.

Stop by ancT test-drive the talk of
the auto industry.

The guerrillas felt that they
had done fairly well, a judgement
substantiated by the Marines and
by Dr. Larrabee. What they got
out of it - besides hurt feet -

was, as several said, an education
in and an insight into guerrilla
warfare.

TOYOTA
Ground rules Withhold all public funds from

any institution which fails to take
firm and proper action in the
event of a campus disorder as
defined by regulation.

IS THE ANSWER WITH
47 Standard Equippment Items!Several ground rules were

established. Rifles held blank
ammunition and smoke bombs
were used to simulate grenades.
No physical contact was to be
allowed between Marines and
students. If anyone was “killed”
or taken prisoner, they would be
allowed to return to the action
after two hours.

HERE ARE SOME OF THEM
• 90 HP, 1900 CC, hi torque engine
• 90 miles per hour
• 0 to 60 in 16 seconds
• Padded dash and visors
• Full wall-to-wall carpeting
• Bucket reclining vinyl foamAre you from Buffalo but not living at

home? We are interested in you. The New
Student Review is conducting a survey and it
is vitally important that we see you. Stop in
at Room 302, Norton, on Tusday, 1:30-3:00;
Wednesday, 1:00-3:30, and Thursday, 1:30-
3:30. Please come.

15 in the woods
Meanwhile, out in the woods,

the 15 guerrillas broke into two

cushion seats
• Locking glove box
• Extra parcel shelf
• 3-speed hot-water heater andThe Marines supplied the food,

weapons and shelter. They
themselves had M14 rifles. The
guerrillas received rifles, and the
village was equipped with the
remaining few.

Originally, over 50 students
were expected, but a Friday night
snow reduced the numbers - and
added to the discomfort of
everyone involved. The Marines
decided to build only one shelter
in which they eventually confined
the whole village, and they made
the perimeter of the village - the
border - small to facilitate
patrolling it. This put the villages
at a disadvantage, for tijeir
original intention to sabotage the
Marine occupation was difficult to
carry out under such tight
control.

defroster
• 2-speed wipers
• Electric window washers
• 4-speed floor-mounted full

synchromesh transmission
• Spare wheel and tire, tool kit,

heavy-duty chassis jack
• Trouble light (with 20' extension

Bible Truth
BELIEVE GOD'S WORD

Jesus says: “For had ye believed
me for he wrote of Me. But if ye
believe not his writings, how shall
ye believe My words?"

-John 5:46.47 cord)
• Self-adjusting brakes
• 4-ply whitewall tires
• Full wheel covers
• Cigarette lighter
• Rear-seat ash trays
• 4 arm rests
• Odometer
• 4-way safety flasher
• Back-up lights
• Front and rear seat belts

csssirer college
(College E)

general education study of man as a symbol-using animal:
including front shoulder harness

• 3 passenger assist grips
• Outside mirror
• Full-flow vent system
• All tinted glass
• Rubber bumper guards
• Wrap-around bumpers
• Side marker lights
• Stainless-steel trim
• Safety door locks
• Undercoating
• 4 headlights
• Column-mounted headlight

language theory, film, utopias,

OPEN MEETING: to present plans for 1969-1970

THURSDAY, MAY 1 — 7:00 P.M NORTON UNION 231
Marines hassled

Even so, the village put the
occupying force uptight.
According to several participants,
one problem was that the Marines
refused to stick to the scenerio
and treat them as Vietnamese, but
regarded them, with the hostility
usually accorded University
students at Buffalo.

MAC HAMMOND, Master

THE FELLOWS

THOMAS BENSON JOSEPH MICHELS ANDY FERULLO
JON HAMANN JAMES HART MARTIN MEYER
GERALD O'GRADY JAQUES EARLEY ROBERT JESSELSON
HOWARD WOLF LOUISE DUUS ERWIN SEGAL
ANITA MEYER VINCENT GIULIANO BILL WOODALL

GARY MARGOLIS

dimmer switch
• Center hood rear gas tank
• Heavy-duty battery
• Self-securing radiator and

gas cap
• Chrome tail pipe extension

PLUS MANY MORE
One villager succeeded in

stealing the caps from gas tanks
from the Marine trucks. Another
annoyed them simply by going up
t0 them, shaking hands, and

For admission information, come to the meeting or call Mac Hammond
before May 8.

Prices Start at

$7836

THE TOYOTA

MARK
MOTORS

•) h your thoroughbred sports car dealer
—

2352 Delaware Ave.

873-2352
Open Mon., Tues., Thurs. till 9
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SA president •rotests decisioi
campus releases Stipend increase denied

Publications Board applications will be accepted .today. Letters
outlining the applicant’s qualifications may be submitted to Student
Association President Bill Austin in room 205, Norton Hall. There are
five undergraduatepositions.

The decision to increase
Student Association stipends by
$250 was reversed Thursday by
the Student Coordinating Council.
An ad hoc committee, headed by
Robert Weiner, an undergraduate,
was formed to investigate the
implications of a raise in stipends
at the Coordinating Council
meeting.

The opposition
Opposing this view is Bob

Weiner, chairman of the ad hoc
committee that brought up the
question. He declared: “I object
on two points, constitutional and
ethical grounds. Students
shouldn’t be paid . . . The

Coordinating Council would take
it upon themselves to raise the
salaries of their successors.”

“The problem emanates from
the fact that when a student
becomes a member of the
Coordinating Council, the amount
of time devoted to fulfilling his
duties precludes the possibility of
him holding any outside job.”*

Partners in Health The Allied Professions will be the topic of a
speech by J. Warren Perry, Dean of the School of Health Related
Professions, at 7 p.m. today at the Cloister Restaurant, 472 Delaware
Ave. He will speak at the annual dinner meeting of the University’s
School of Nursing Alumni Association.

Coordinating Council are the only
ones who could raise their own
stipends. The work-study program
could be expanded to include the
students in government who need
the money.”

“The amendment says that no
Coordinating Council can raise
their own stipends, only the
stipends of next year’s council.
The constitution must be
changed. Students have no control
over their finances . . . The
Student Association officers are
the only ones who get paid. But
the Judiciary, the University
Union Activity Board, the major
councils all don’t get paid
anything,” Mr. Weiner explained.

Commenting on the issue,
Student Association President Bill
Austin said: "I have to work at
this job all summer. 1 don’t get
paid until September. The fee
doesn’t cover expenses. This job is
very time-consuming. Being paid,
I couldn’t apply for a loan from
the University. I have to live like
everyone else. Most students
spend more than $1250 a year on
themselves. It’s not the money 1
want I want to do the job.”

“Constitutionally, it’s legal to
raise stipends. Under Article II,
section I of the constitution, it
says: “The Polity and/or the
Student Coordinating Council
shall have the power to discuss
and legislate policies concerning
their general welfare and interest.
Legislation of the Polity
supercedes legislation of the
Student Coordinating Council,
with the exception of financial
allocation. All legislation, with the
exception of the allocation of
funds to student organizations of
the Student Coordinating Council,
is subject to review by the
Polity.”

“Mr. Weiner’s suggestion
concerning the use of the
work-study program funds is an
extremely inadequate one.
Work-study funds are available
only to students whose family
incomes are of the lowest levels.
Since a student’s financial
situation at college is dependent
upon not only how much money
his parents actually earn, but
upon how much they can afford
to send to him, using work-study
funds will exclude a student
whose family income is not that
low, but doesn’t receive much
money from home because of
extenuating circumstances. This
example applies to several
members of the Coordinating
Council,” Mr. Arnold concluded.

Undergraduate Social Welfare Student Association will sponsor a
colloquium on financial aid, employment opportunities and graduate
school at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow in room 321, Norton Hall.

Undergraduate Medical Society will sponsor a speech, on
“Radioisotopes in Medicine” by Dr. M. Blair at 7 p.m. today in room
234, Norton Hall. Elections also will be held.

Eugene H. Nickerson, County Executive of Nassau County, will
speak on the proposed Anti-Ballistic Missile System at 3:15 p.m.
Wednesday in Haas Lounge. All students and faculty are invited to
attend.

Women’s Recreation Association’s new officers will meet at 7:15
p.m. tomorrow in Clark Gym. Refreshments will be served.

Student Association offices will be closed today and tomorrow for
a period of general reorganization.

In reacting to Mr. Weiner’s
statement, Dennis Arnold,
Student Rights Coordinator,
stated: “This plan is extremely
unrealistic, since I doubt that any

She may shock you and so will
our Economy Prices Nickerson to speak

According to our code, we are not
allowed to advertise price ... so call us.

886-5882
Find Our How You Can Afford Contacts!

FREE TRIAL ■ NO OBLIGATION

ECONOMY CONTACT LENSES
625 DELAWARE AVENUE
(Across from Holiday Inn)

Nassau County Executive Eugene H. Nickerson will speak to
students at 3:15 p.m. Wednesday in Haas Lounge, Norton Hall about
the proposed Anti-Ballistic Missile System. His address is being
sponsored by the Politics Club and the Young Democrats

Mr. Nickerson is a graduate of Columbia Law School and a Kent
scholar. He was elected to his first term in 1961 and was re-elected in
1967 as the chief executive of the largest suburban county in the
United States and the most populous governmental unit except New
York City in the state.

Mr. Nickerson is a nationally known expert on urban affairs and is
chairman of the Urban Affairs Committee of the National Association
of Counties and is a member of the Advisory Council to the Office of
Economic Opportunity. He is also chairman of the Metropolitan
Regional.Council's Committee on Traispoliation.

Mr. Austin explained that what
may happen is the adoption of a
double standard, money or credit
hours. “Look,” he continued,
“you may feel very good inside,
but outside you’re starving.”

“What did you say
your name was?”
|\

;|N
’*

'

INTRODUCING A NEW AND UNIQUE

CONCEPT IN RING DESIGN

n Representing the New

Official University Symbol

DAYThere must be a safer way to meet
girls. Luckily for you, we put instruc-
tions on self-defense in every package
of Hai Karate* After Shave and
Cologne. But even so, please be a little
careful how you use it. A good social
life is fine, but the way you’re going
you'll be too battered to enjoy it.

THURSDAY, MAY 1st

1 A Representative will be available in the lobby

of Norton from 9:30 A.M. -7:30 P.M.

— DIEGES & CLUST —Hai Karate-be careful how you use it.
©1969 Leemmf Oi
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<&T ARTISTS’ SUPPLIES
V0 by
* PERMANENT PIGMENTS

featuring
Artist Oil Colors and "Liquitex"

the acrylic polymer emulsion

MARY CARTER
DECORATING CENTER. INC.

2819 Eggert Road
Tonawanda, N. Y. 14150

834-0740
ANTHONY N. LaSCALA, Prop.

Class of '55

FRENCH
CAR SERVICE

17 CLYDE AVENUE
834-8043

SERVICE & REPAIR
Citroen • Peugot
Renault • Simca



Spring Arts fest
calendar ofevents

by James Brennan
Spectrum StaffReporter

May 3
Picnic:, 11 a'm., Ellicott Creek

Park
April 29 Road Rally: Picnic, 9 a.m,,

Ellicott Creek Park
Track Meet; Seventh Annual

Invitational Track Meet, noon.
Rotary Field

Carnival: 1 p.m., Goodyear
Parking Lot

Novelty Events: 2 p.m., Lawn
between Tower and Goodyear
Halls

Concert: Jim Kweskin and the
Lyman Family. 8:30 p.m.,
Fillmore Room

Lecture; Dr. Joseph Fredin
“Action and Illusion; Some
Questions on Dickens and
Conrad." 8:30 p.m.. Diet. 147

April 30:
Concert; The Phorion Chamber

Ensemble. 7 p.m.. Haas Lounge

Tennis Match; Cortland State
vs. State Univadity of Buffalo 2
p.m,. Rotary Field

Outdoor Beer Garden: 2 p.m.,
Norton Fountain Courtyard

Concert; Leatherwood and
Lisa. 9 p.m.. Goodyear Coffee
House thru May 3 Film: The Endless Summer,

continuous showings, Conference
Theater

Theatrical Event: “Bits and
Pieces,” 7 p.m,, Baird Hall

Concert: Laura Nyro and Biff
Ross, 8:30 p.m., Kleinhans Music
Hall

May I
Film; "Endless Summer,"

continues showings. ConferenceSliP-nnpt Laura Nyro, song-writer and self-accompanist, will
ailC-poel appear Saturday night atKlienhans Music Hall. Theater

Concert: Sly and the Family
Stone and Josh White Jr., 8:30

: p.m., Clark GymConcert preview
Concert: Evenings for New

Music with the Creative
Associates, 8:30 p.m.,
Albright-Knox Art GalleryLaura Nyro, Biff Rose CONCERT: Terry Riley, 1 1

p.m.. Haas Lounge Concert; Leatherwood and
Lisa, 9 p.m., Goodyear Coffee
House *, >

Film; Outdoor films, late late
show. Norton Fountain Courtyard

by James Brennan
Spectrum StaffReporter

When writing her songs, she chooses
words for their tonality, and the
singer’s voice becomes one instrument
among many. In writing, arranging, and
singing all her own songs. Miss Nyro
accompanies herself on the piano.

May2 May 4
Buffalo March on Hunger: 9

a.m., Buffalo Area
Ttike Race: noon, Tower

Parking Lot
Carnival: 1 p.m., Goodyear

Parking Lot

Film; “A Man and A Woman.”
continuous showings. Conference

A lady from the city. Singing words
as sounds, writing songs as images, and
performing them like the characters
they deal with.

She’s a newly kissed adolescent, a
well-used whore, or on the lighter side,
a concrete picnicker. All of these
women are the faces she takes on in
her singing.

The she-poet that I refer to is Laura
Nyro, and her vocal verse will be
presented this Saturday night at 8:30
in Kleinhans Music Hall.

Theater
Outdoor Beer Garden; 2 p.m

Norton Fountain Courtyard

Stoned soul
One song of hers which has brought

Laura to the attention of other
musicians is “Stoned Soul Picnic.” The
Fifth Dimension’s version of this
number has sold more than a million

Carnival; 2 p.m.. Main Bailey
Parking Lot

Open Outdoor Poetry Reading;
3 p;m„ Greek Columns

Exhibition Football Game: 2
p.m,. Rotary Field

Film; “A Man and A Woman,”
continuous showings, Conference
Theater

Theatrical Event: “Bits and
7 p.m. and 9:30 p.ra..

Concert: South Happiness
Street Society Skiffle Band, 6:30
p.m., RathskellerOn her first album, Miss Nyro came

off commercial-sounding, backed up
by a large group of musicians with
double and triple dubbings. But on her
latest album, she comes through much
more natural. Doing Laura Nyro
accompanied by Laura Nyro, she sheds
the schmaltz of the recording studio
and seems to find herself musically.

With a three-octave range, her voice
is adept at diving through melodies and
varying tempos. Her live concert
should be quite an experience because
of her ability to shift moods and vocal
sounds.

copies. Pieces
Clark Gym

Concert- Leatherwood and
Lisa, 9 p.m.. Goodyear Coffee

Concert: Schola Contorum and
University Mixed Chorus, 8:30
p.m., Kleinhans

Born on College Ave. in the Bronx
in 1947, Miss Nyro’s style has been
called “pure city music, untouched by
levee or plantation.” Her hometown
paper, the New York Times, calls her
“the hippest - and maybe the hottest”
young performer going on the pop
music scene today.

Attending Janis Ian’s old alma
mater, Laura Nyro was educated at the
High Schpol of Music and Art in
Manhattan. Her father was a jazz
trumpeter and she started writing her
own songs at age eight.

House

Kauffmann: modern
films are mediocre

by Sharon Sunshine
Special to the Spectrum

Television, unlike films, “is not
keyed to individual or small group
exercize," and for that reason is a
much less effective classroom
device than the latter.

In a recent Times interview, she
recalls, “The music of that era was
neither here nor there, but I always
knew that ‘Moon/June’ was not what
love was all about.”

Appearing with Miss Nyro will be
another young lyricist and singer
Biff Rose. He has just recently come
out with an album on Tetragramraaton
Records, Bill Cosby’s record company.

“When the first motion picture
flashed on the screen, the double
life of all moviegoers was
revealed.” concluded Stanley
Kauffmann. film critic of the

Raising three points in negative
criticism, Kauffman believes that
“film-going is too easy,” not in
relationship to the availability of
movies or the act of attending a
picture, but in reference to the
frame of mind of the viewer.

All-army
Raised in a strict southern home (as

his biography calls it), Biff Rose
graduated from Loyola University of
the South. In the Army, he found
himself in the Communications Corps
as a code specialist. Whether this
exposure to cryptographies has
effected his lyrics is yet to be
ciphered?

After winning the all-Army
TaTalent Competition in 1963, Rose
was transferred to Special Services,
U.S. Army Showmobile in Maryland.

Upon his discharge, he moved to
Baltimore in performing at various
coffee houses in the area. The 'next five
years saw Rose move from Baltimore
to Greenwich Village to Los Angeles,
where he wrote comedy material for
the John Davidson Show.

“New Republic." at his Thursday
afternoon lecture in Norton Hall.

Mr. Kauffmann whose
somewhat pedantic speaking style
faintly suggests a conductor
leading his orchestra, occupied a
safe neutral position throughout
the course of his talk, fortifying
each of his major statements with
endless qualifications.

In moviegoing there is a
persistent sense of escapism. “It is
easier to see a film than to read a
book, decifer the new music, or
ingest paintings and sculpture . . .

Refuse is found in the moviehouse
what we find there is a state of

deliberate dumbness.”
tCauffmann launched his

speech in a "negative vein,”
stating the faults of movies and
their production. He traced
today’s film craze to the changing
trends of the past ten years. “The
dories (produced) were affected
by great cultural and social
phenomena.”

Lazy and guilty
Kauffmann suggests that the

new film craze is somewhat like
the man who seeks out a
whorehouse. The visits to the
theater leave the filmgoer, like the
man in the, brothel, lazy but
satisfied. “There is a guilt that
arises from filmgoing, and
culturally disguising this guilt
takes a prevalent form of
esthetics."

During this time he was writing

songs and parodies, which the talent
scout from Tetragrammation Records
liked. The name of his first album is
“The Thorn in Mrs. Rose’s Side.”

His singing style has been described
as “a loose combination between folk
and pop.” As one of the lines from his
song, “The Man” goes: “Don’t look
now,’ but someone in front of you is
standing alone and singing.”

Infiltration

The ‘film generation’ has
infiltrated the nation’s
educational system, from the
universities down to the grammar
schools, where children are
exposed to the medium in
“correlation with design and
drawing."

Comedy, song and parody writer
Biff Rose will round out Saturday
night’s program with Miss Nyro.

His second criticism is "that
film making is too easy.” It is

continued on page 8
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Concert preview

Mothers of Invention
Life Magazine described a Mothers
concert.

by Joseph Fernbacher
Spectrum StaffReporter

trying to use weapons of a
disoriented and unhappy society
against itself. The Mothers of
Invention are designed to come in
the back door and kill you while
you’re sleeping.”

Newsweek recently said of a
Mothers concert: “Here style
becomes content — a mosaic ot
Brechtian musical comments,
oinks and monologues on
carburetors by versatile Jim
(Motor Head). Sherwood, who
plays a hot sax, drums and
tambourine; extended cantatas
like ‘King Kong’ which has run up
to 70 minutes; and infusions of
electronic zaps and gurgles over a
dozen amplifiers.”

Way back in the days of the
slicked-back greasy hair, radios
stuck in teenagers’ ears, white
socks and butch haircuts, there
was a man. He was cleancut and
ambitious.

Hairy group
In a series of highly successful

Ips entitled, Absolutely Free,
Freak-Out, Reuben and the Jets
and their most recent Ip Uncle
Meat, the Mothers have
established a reputation of being
one of the hairiest groilps going. A
Mothers concert is both a musical
experience and a theatrical
conglomeration.

“Dolls are mutilated. A gas
mask is displayed. A bag of
vegetables is unpacked and
examined. There are spaced
intervals of honks and suddenly
the Mothers perform ‘Dead Air.’
They stop, sit down and ignore
the audience.” This is the way

His name was Frank Zappa. He
got an idea. It was to see how he
could make money. Hmmm, he
thought. I think I will grow my
hair long, become freaky and
make some money. This he did.

Frank Zappa, once cleancut
all-American boy, is now head
mother in one of the most
progressive rock groups of our
times. He is leader of the Mothers
of Invention.

Commenting on a recent
television interview, Zappa said
that his greatest kick, for
amusement, is to “sit down and
watch a John Wayne war movie."

In a style that combines the
excitement of the electric chair
and the calamity of a Doris Day
flick, the Mothers are coming

Guess what? Frank Zappa and
his seven freaks are on their way
to the greasy grass of Buffalo.
They will be here for the annual
Spring Weekend on May 2 in
Clark Gym.

Zappa and his group are at
once gifted satirists and capable
musicians. They dig putting the
public on.

So who are the Mothers???? 1

Kauffmann . . .Frank Zappa and his seven freaks.
Head Mother ,he "“!h™ % lTn,hn' wi" be

in Clark Gym hnday night.
In a recent interview, Zappa

said I his about the Mothers: “1 am
continued from page 7-

more difficult, he feels, for a
writer to describe an image than
for a photographer to caputre it
on celluloid. A reasonably
intelligent child with' a steady
hand can take a good movie.
“Therefore, filmmaking must
begin further on esthetically since
the first step is so easy.”

Film, is more explicit and not as
redundant as his lecture.)

The “auteur” theory, very
simply, postulates the director as
the real author of the film.
Consequently, a film's
achievement and the interest
which it arouses in audiences are
generated by the director’s style.

The “auteur” critics, according
to Kauffmann, decide in advance
what the quality of a director’s
new film is going to be, the nature
of their judgment strongly
depending on their response to his
past work.

The practice is known as
pre-destination, and Kauffmann
finds this school of critics rather
ridiculous. As an alternative, he
recommends that a reviewer
confine his attention to the merits
of the work at hand.

Theater review

'The Time of Your Life 9

by Alfred Dragone
Spectrum Staff Reporter

Black. He too worked extremely
hard and projected his image of a
braggard cowboy very well. He
too, deserves better.

He believes that most films
which are released are mediocre or
worse, and, in addition, feels that
it may be too late for Western
culture to find films as an art. The
older arts, such as literature and
music, breezed through the
century armed with tradition and
master works.

During the opening performance of "The Time of Your
Life.” a rather unhealthy looking dog wandered down the
aisle and barked. a critic! Fortunately, for the
egos of the actors, the rest of the audience was able to
contain their emotions. After much soul-searching and loss
of sleep. I have come to the inevitable conclusion that I
cannot contain mine.

Why did all of my favorite
people Steven Meltzer, Rick
Jacobs, Carole Kauderer and
Robert Nigro have to get
themselves involved with this
unfortunate piece?

Unless the rest of the cast Has
taken leave of its senses and has
some pernicious desire to see their
name in print connected with this
production, I shall not mention
them.

Transitional phase

Disaster
Welcome to “Streetcar Named the confidence in the part that it

needed I hesitate to say
deserved, since no part in this play
deserves professionalism.

Rick Jacobs is an excellent
comic, also an alumnus of

Films, on the other hand, are
in a transitional phase. “Practice
of the form of film is not like the
practice and inspiration of art in
the past . . What is lacking is a
w ell-d e veloped system of
esthetics.

Finally, Kauffmann expresses
his dislike of filmdom’s huge
“heritage of commercialism
Movies, particularly in this
country, are geared to a large
return of capital. Most films, as a
result, crimp their truths and
flatten audience lifestyles.”

Urgining that films strive for
the same heights as have been
attained in the other esthetic
fields, he hoped that the medium
would no longer be merely
regarded as a branch of the
graphic arts.

The production was directed
allegedly by Joseph Noah and
produced by mistake.

The election of such a poor
piece of pSuedo-Odetts.
quasi-"Waiting for Lefty,"
stereotype Depression drama was
extremely unfortunate. The
stifling dialogue wheezed along
and made sitting through the
production analagous to suffering
through the annual financial
report of the American
Communist Party.

The direction was non-existent
and therefore, clumsy. The actors
frequently wandered around the
stage almost in a stupor and
seemed to be saying to
themselves: “How did I get into
this?”

■'Anything Goes." He is
completely and clearly
uncomfortable here. When he
must scuffle with Joe and ascend
to dramatic heights, he not only
embarrasses himself but the
audience as well. He comes across
as a mentally ill Lou Costello.

But enough praise.

The “des auteurs” theory, a
method of film critique
formulated in the mid-fifties in
France, is for the most part
rejected by Kauffmann, although
I found his criticisms to be
disturbingly general and vague.
(Perhaps his book, The World of

“The Time of Your
opened last Thursday and
last Friday. Its demise

Life”
closed
might

better be classified as mercy

A few moments of life were
breathed into this disaster, which
sits upon the stage of the
Conference Theater like a beached
whale, by Robert Nigro and
Michael Black.

lling

The casting director has a
rather morbid sense of humor.
Carole Kauderer. whose musical
comedy talents I absolutely fell in
love with in "Anything Goes.”
disappointed me greatly. The part
of the noble prostitute “He’s
too good for me” - would be best
handled by a young Bette Davis.
The transition between these two
types of acting is greater than her
talents, or anyone's talents, save
Davis', w ould allow

In the first scene of the second
act when she is required to weep
tenderly.—the effect—is—more
reminiscent of the belchmgs of an
oversexed vaporizer. We ask for
Davis and we get Gracie Allen

/*A_■■'WowRobert Nigro, as the
vaudevillian of the future (well, he
was obviously ahead of his time).
stole every scene he was in.
Kindly name me any production
in which Mr. Nigro did not steal
the show.

npr?
KAs "Mickey Rooney’s Older

Brother," he Cavorts through the
entire "play” and I use the term
advisedly like—a—4rue—son of
MGM musicals. His dancing of the
tap and shuffle variety is both
inventive and engaging. When he
wandered in dragging his tap shoes
I knew that 1 would stay awake
for a while. He worked so hard
that it was shameful almost
obscene that he had to be a part
of such a catastrophe.

f

Beached whale
The talents of Steven Meltzer

are considerable. Unfortunately,
they are not exhibited in this
production. His attitude was
rather pretentious and his

/A

approach to the part of Joe. a
guilt-ridden yet mysteriously
wealthy social parasite, was, at
best, tentative. He never showed

Mercy killing
The gregarious "Kit Carson"

was portrayed very broadly and
rather breathlessly by Michael
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Decision to upgrade hockey
sport is postponedto varsity

The major issue of
reorganization in the Athletic
Department has necessitated a
postponement of any binding
decision concerning the upgrading
of hockey from a club to a varsity
sport.

problems involved that one must
view the total scene. We want to
make sure we have a fine program.
We must take a close look before
any decisions are made.”

insure the future of the overall
athletic program.

“1 fully subscribe to the
reforms being made by the new
committee. I feel there will be a
place for hockey, but it is for the
good of the entire program that a
decision not be made in the light
ofall the ramifications.”

Dr, Serfustini indicated that
the committee can make no
definite decision now because it
does not yet have access to the
information required.

The task of deciding the final
breakdown of the available
financial resources rests squarely
upon the Executive Committee on
Athletics, headed by Leonard
Serfustini.

Although the final decision
concerning the team's status
cannot be made before the most
lucrative ghmes could be
scheduled, this does not mean
that the whole hockey program
will be shelved. A revised schedule
for the upcoming season could yet
be instituted, thereby paving the
way for an extremely promising
future. Even though he was
disappointed over the necessary
revisions, Mr. Plaster was still
capable pf voicing optimism,
saying: "Things might turn out
like we want.”

Hockey status

Can any decisions as to the
final allocation of funds be made
at this time? Dr. Serfustini said;

The hockey team needed the
current affirmation of the
committee to obtain status as a
varsity team. With varsity status,
the team could have scheduled
such opponents as Cornell, ranked
first in the east, and Colgate,
another eastern power. Because
the commitment could not be
made immediately, the team has
lost its opportunity of playing
these teams in the coming season.

General Manager Howard
Plaster, who has almost
single-handedly molded the club
from nothing to the nation’s
number one ranked team for the
last two years, said he realized
that the misfortunes his team will
have to endure are necessary to

"We want a good strong
foundaton for the athletic
program. There are so many

The executive committee will
continue to gather information
relevant to the formation of the
kind of athletic program that is
desired by the student body, and
will not reach any decisions until
this task is completed.

1PI m.

Baseball Bulls are 2-0
Mike Cahills strong pitching

and Dennis Murphy's timely
hitting led the Slate University of
Buffalo freshman baseball team to
a 13-2 victory over Bryant and

Stratton
The Baby BuHs, now 2-0 on

the season, exploded for nine big
runs in the third inning to break
the game wide open Cahill
surrendered only three hits and
struck out 13 in six innings of
work. Murphy paced the offense
with five hits.

S69 DOLLARS
Per Month

Through Marine Midland Tiust
A Kraiiri New K.-mM.i

2-Door Sedan with automatic
transmission. less with tra«l<--m

SHERIDAN-AMHERST
MOTORS INC.

3900 SH1RIDSN DR. 039 3030

4

Cal,formaGirl ******i I

» I
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SPECIAL PRICE LIMIT-ONE TO A STUDENT!
SPECIAL PACS FOR BRUNETTES,
BLONDES, REDHEADS

$3.00 Each

AVAILABLE ONLY AT-

"on campus"

Monday, April 28, 1969
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WATCH FOR OUR WEEKLY LUNCH SPECIALS}
THIS WEEK'S LUNCH SPECIAL:
HOGIE STEAK and GARNISH

and
Glass of Beverage

99c
FISH DINNER
EVERY FRIDAY — 75*

STEAK SPECIAL DAILY — 99*
NAME BANDS APPEARING
Friday and Saturday Nights

BEEF and ALE HOUSE
3199 MAIN STREET

DON'T TAKE YOUR
WINTER CLOTHES HOME!

FREE
BOX STORAGE

at the

Tower Service Center
(Basement of Tower)

Male Cabin Counselors
CRADLE BEACH CAMP

CO-ED RESIDENT CAMP
Serving

Physically Handicapped
and or Deprived

Contact Jack Anthony
634-8298

in conjunction with Spring Weekend ’69

THE U.U.A.B. FINE ARTS FILM COMMITTEE

presents

THE ENDLESS SUMMER
THURSDAY, MAY 1, and SATURDAY, MAY 3

and

A MAN AND A WOMAN
FRIDAY, MAY 2, and SUNDAY, MAY 4



The Old Westbi Sto Part II

The \full partnership 9 college?
and asked that it be granted equal
academic status with the Schools
of Urban Studies,
Learning-by-Teaching and
Disciplines.

Their plan was rejected by
Wofford, who claimed “other
commitments” and “limited
resources” made its creation
impossible. He did agree to supply
$3000 for continued planning,
and granted students and faculty
the power to recommend a
provost and several faculty for
possible creation of the
Governance School in 1970.

“full partnership” mere rhetoric
and see him assuming more power
than most other presidents.

To be fair, it must be said that
Harris Wofford has a much easier
task, overlooking as he does such
a small college. He has the
opportunity to know every
student and touch every aspect of
campus life. And he does.
Contradictions

Editor's Note: this is a second in a series about SUNY College at Old
Westhury the newest addition to State University.

officially subsidized.” Abraxas
had been produced “on College
paper, on a College machine, by a
College employee on College time,
with College poastage,” Wofford
wrote the student editor, Michael
Sheridan.

by Rick Schwab
Spectrum StaffReporter

OYSTER BAY - Great universities across the country
and around the world have been racked with what the press
calls ‘student disorders.’ It’s ‘militant’ students who seize the
administration buildings, demanding amnesty and other
non-negotiables. The backlash is with us today.

Old Westbury’s 83 students arguing that as an experimental
haven’t seized any buildings yet. institution, it would be beneficial
President Harris Wofford to create an atmosphere where
continues to speak of “full non-whites were neither a
partnership” with students, minority or a majority,
faculty and administrators President Wofford would not
submitting themselves to the agree to the 50% proposal,
“persuasion of the conference suggesting it to be a quota system
table,’” where everything is and therefore illegal. But he did

agree that student-faculty

“As a citizen you have the
right to publish what you choose
to publish, and take any civil or
criminal consequences, and as a
lawyer Ccould defend your rights.
But 1 do not think you have a
right to do this with the property
and official support of the State
University, and as an officer of
the University I cannot cooperate
in your doing that.”

At Wofford’s suggestion, then,
and with his help, Abraxas is
attempting to find a way to ‘go
independent.’

So here are the contradictions
of Old Westbury. The institution
has State University of \!ew
York’s mandate to innovate. If
any place does, we’d expect she
would be the place where students
have a real say in faculty
appointments, curriculum, social
regulation governance in
general. If anywhere, we’d expect
Old Westbury to give ‘student
power’ a real test. That’s real
innovation. But it isn’t happening.
And for that reason. Old
Westbury, like so many other
institutions, may soon find herself
‘up against the wall,’ caught in the
crush of students demanding their
share in the decision-making and a
community that has already given
indications of uneasiness with a
new innovating college in their
midst.

Students expressed scepticism
at Mr. Wofford’s proposal. A
member of the Urban Affairs
planning group recalled that
Wofford had never consulted
them about the appointment of
its provost and had ignored
curricular recommendations in the
appointment of faculty.

negotiable
But that persuasion has been

strained over at least five issues
Old Westbury has confronted (or
attempted to confront) during its
first year of operation sex,
drugs, race, freedom of the press
and democracy. Some have pitted
students against the
administration, others the college
against the community.

It was early last fall when a
young Old Westbury coed, at a

committees would interview
applicants and make admission
decisions. Board scores and high
school academic records were
partially replaced with other
criteria “brightness.” creativity,
interest. About 90'? of those
accepted opted to attend And
roughly 35% of next fall’s class
will be non-while

Who shall rule?
The ‘larger question,’ the

ultimate question at Old
Westbury, is who shall rule.
President Wofford has taken a
large role in the direction of the
College. In a recent Change
magazine article, he discussed the
role of the President:

Delaying action
During a recent State

University of New York student
editors conference, a subtle
debate waged as Mr. Wofford and
three faculty members submitted
to the “persuasion of the
conference table.” The debate
centered around the advisability
of Old Westbury’s postponement
of confrontation on the campus
level and at the community level.
Wofford and Disciplines School
Dean Michael Novak argued for
delaying action on many issues to
“preserve the experiment.”

Arthur Alderstein, chairman of
the Social Sciences Division, was
willing to push issues such as
Abraxas a bit further, to “seek
redress in the courts.” He said the
cartoon did have “redeeming
social value.”

“Not long ago a new group of
students asked if I had ever
appointed a faculty member or
taken an important course of
action contrary to the majority of
the planning staff. I said yes. They
asked if I would do it again. I said
yes. It seems to me they should
want a president who would on
occasion do this, who would be
able to take the community by
surprise just as it settled down.”

College -wide meeting,
complained: "1 really like this
coed living, but I don’t appreciate
it when young men shower in the

Censorship issue
The issue of censorship ‘reared

its ugly head,’ as they say, when a
student publication. Abraxas,
printed a 2-pagc cartoon with the
message “Do it! ...

chew it. bang
it, goof on it. truck it. shuck it
. .

.” The panels depicted in
slapstick ath ch acts as
masturbation, fellatio and

(NEXT: Old W e st bu ry 's
redeeming features and will she
survive?)

stall next to mine.”
To which a male Old

Westburian replied: “There’s
nothing like coming out of a

Spectrum classified
15 words — $1.25
call 831-4113shower to face the beautiful sight

of a naked woman that’s what cunnilingus.
President Wofford, a lawyer,

considered the cartoon to a

He called the alternative course
educational experimentation is all committee rule “particularly

inappropriate for a college
committed to continuing an open

about

Council pressures for rules
Old Westbury now had to face

the question of parietal rules, and
all the related age-old questions.
The little community of Westbury
was (and is) watching carefully.

The si u dent-fa culty-
administralion decision was to
establish no rules except
separation of the sexes into two
wings of the dormitories. Now the
College Council is asking President
Wofford to present them, by May
1. “proposals for parietal hours,

distribution of sexes in the
dormitories and rules dealing with

“probable violation of the postal
law" as well as offending “the
moral views of the majority of the
people of New York who support
this College."

College Vice President Jerry
Ziegler seized the publication
from the college mailroom.
indicating to the editor that they
would not be released unless the
cartoon pages were delated.

search
This reporter, witnessing the

whole affair, jotted in his
notebook: “Old Westbury better
decide whether it is postponing

or postponing
change. I suspect the latter.”

Old Westbury seems to have
taken hold of only two issues with
any degree of success

Partners’ Press, ~3nc.Many students feel Wofford’s
self-styled approach ‘particularly
inappropriate,’ and point to a
decision about Old Westbury’s
future design as evidence.
Fourth school proposed

_S*mill Printing

1881 KENMORE AVENUE
A decision this spring to create

three "constituent colleges” (a la
Oxford) or “Schools” as they
are now called was Mr.
Wofford’s.

admissions and drugs. As the
institution grows, it may lose
ground on those as admissions
increase and drug traffic grows
harder to control. Students
consider Mr. Wofford’s talk of

Phone 876-2284
Wofford later said he was

“convinced . . . that independent
journalism by students at the
College should be truly
independent and in no way

In a retaliatory move, students
and faculty proposed a fourth
school, a School of Governance

violence on campus." Says one
Council member from Westbury,
Abraham Shames: “Innovation
should not be at the expense of
certain tested social values."

Women's Recreation Association
Says President Wofford: “It

seems there is something in the
experiment that is so central
that is so important that some
adjustments must be made." ELECTIONKeep College ‘clean’

It was also near the beginning
of its first year that Old Westbury
had to face a second issue
drugs. Here loo adjustments had
to be made, and for good reason.
The College was being scrutinized
by such persons as Westbury
Times editor and Council member
Martin Weiss, who has publicly
deplored the "Yippic' reputation
the College is getting.”

Students and faculty decided
tokeep the college ‘clean’ through
self-enforcement. A bust would
hurt the new College too much.
One student who blatantly
misused drugs was asked to leave
soon after the policy was
formulated.

OF NEW OFFICERS

Nominations Accepted from the Floor — Also

OPEN HOUSETUESDAY, APRIL 29th ... 7:15 p.m.

with
CLARK GYM BADMINTON - FENCING - PADDLEBALL

BASKETBALL - VOLLEYBALL - SWIMMINGThe question of admissions was
one to which the College
addressed itself. Students
demanded that 50% of the next
class be non-white students.

— REFRESHMENTS SERVED — GYMNASTICS - EXERCISE ROOM
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